
Content Marketing Hubs: 
How to Build Trust and Boost Traffic



A shifting philosophy



Let’s think about the patient journey…
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We focus almost completely on the 
moment of decision.



Joe Public only cares about 
healthcare when he cares 
about healthcare.



57% of customers’ time during the 
purchase cycle spent before engaging 

with the service provider

Source: CEB/Gartner



It falls to marketing to significantly improve 
the nurturing process.



Content Marketing
• Content that is educational (and often entertaining) but not 

promotional – it doesn’t talk directly about the products the 
company sells.

Brand Journalism
• A flavor of content marketing where organizations use the tools of 

journalism to tell their story.



Content Guidelines

• Timely – Linked to a specific season
• Consumable – Short paragraphs and subheads
• Credible – Quotes a system podiatrist
• Audience-focused – Second person language, inviting the user to 

read on
• Actionable – Cross-links to podiatry services, doctors; newsletter 

sign-up



Content Marketing: Useful + interesting

“Cardiology” “Suddenly Hypertensive”



“Every one of you 
is a media company.”

Gary Vaynerchuk
(Probably after several other people, but…)



The Branded 
Content Hub
Companies and brands across 
industries are using a content 
hub approach to collect high-
quality content that is useful 
and interesting to their target 
audience. 

These sites use an editorial 
look, feel, and tone to create an 
engaging, branded experience.



The Health
Content Hub
Healthcare organizations are 
getting into the game as well, 
building on their trusted brand 
to engage consumers and 
patients with timely, useful 
content.

These hubs provide a central 
point of engagement that is 
typically supplemented through 
email newsletters, social media 
and paid advertising.



Healthcare and Content Marketing

Using content marketing
Feel their content marketing efforts 
are “very effective”

69% 28%

https://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2017/32019/the-state-of-healthcare-content-marketing-in-2017



Source: Geonetric 2017 Digital Marketing Trends in Healthcare Survey 

Content Marketing Gap Analysis: Use vs. Effectiveness



What does content marketing 
do for us?



Addresses Key Challenges

• Builds awareness and preference ahead of decision points.
• Engages consumers in health-related topics.
• Nurtures health consumers through long, slow journeys.

.



“Yes, we tie it to patient acquisition, but that is not 
[the primary] objective of Health Hub… Not every 
consumer in the marketplace is ready to buy your 

product. [The Hub] helps us talk to patients in 
various stages of the publishing funnel…”

— Scott Linabarger, (former) senior director of Cleveland Clinic’s Health Hub
Ragan Healthcare Communications: Your Role in the Age of Brand Journalism 
and Content Curation



Bonus benefit:

• With the reduction of traditional journalism, media is looking for 
help finding and developing stories





Tip #1: Show, don’t tell







Tip #2: Design Matters











Tip #3: Reuse and Recycle





Tip #4: Not All Content is Written





Tip #5: Feed the Beast





Tip#6: Integrate Throughout



Connection Points

• Articles should point to related 
providers/services/locations

• Articles should connect to related articles
• Providers/services should connect to 

relevant articles
• Email push should link to 

providers/services/locations









Getting Started



Run your content operation like a newsroom



With one difference:
Write once, publish everywhere.



Finding Topics

• Pitch stories adjacent to your main 
topics.  You won’t write about your 
nephrologists, but “traveling if you 
need dialysis” could work.

• Look at search history, talk to 
providers and patients, and keep an 
eye on breaking news…

CONTENT

BUSINESSAUDIENCE



planned content

newsjacking



Recipes!



Always Improve 

• What performs well?
– Which topics?

– Which headlines?

– Which visuals?

Plan

Promote

ProduceMeasure

Content Strategy



Platform Thoughts
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